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QUESTION 1

A P0WER8 system with a single FSP is running firmware SV830_048. When the administrator goes to Fix 

Central, the latest firmware is SV830_068_050. 

What is the effect of installing this software? 

A. The upgrade is disruptive because the only PowerKVM upgrades are concurrent when using OPAL. 

B. Since both the installed and the new firmware are at SV830, the upgrade will be concurrent when done from the OS. 

C. The upgrade is concurrent because the 068 and the 050 are not the same number. 

D. The upgrade would be disruptive as the 050 in the latest firmware is higher than the 048 currently running on the
FSP. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is trying to determine why the remote journal is not receiving any new entries. What should the status
of the remote journal be after pressing F16 on the WRKJRNA command for the journal? 

A. *Sending 

B. *Active 

C. *RemoteSync 

D. *Started 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

At the end of an *ALLUSR library save the system issues the following message: "CPF3777631 libraries saved, 1
partially saved, 0 not saved." ThelibraryQPFRDATAmissedsavingtheMGTCOLobjects. Taking which action will avoid
the problem in the future? 

A. Stop performance collection as part of the backup routine, and restart it when the backup is complete. 

B. Change the Save While Active parameter on the save to "SYSDFN to allow a check point on the management
collection objects. 

C. As part of the save operation cycle the collection services job to get an empty "MGTCOL object so the save will not
fail on it. 

D. Uncheck the Create Database Files during collection" option on the Collection Services Properties in IBM i
Navigator. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is required to restore a Hardware Management Console (HMC) to the last working configuration? 

A. The last HMC back up performed via Back Up Management Console Data task 

B. Recovery DVDs and the last HMC back up performed via Save Upgrade Data task 

C. The last HMC back up performed via Save Upgrade Data task 

D. Recovery DVDs and the last HMC back up performed via Back Up Management Console Data task 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A CL program that runs after an IPL must complete and errors will be researched at a later time. How can all CPF
massages be acknowledged so the program continues running? 

A. Add a MONMSG(CPFOOOO) command immediately before the ENDPGM command. 

B. Add a MONMSG(CPFOOOO) command after the ENDPGM command. 

C. Add a MONMSG(CPFOOOO) command immediately after the PGM command. 

D. Add a MONMSG(CPFOOOO) command before the PGM command. 

Correct Answer: C 
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